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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at

least one question from each Unit. All

questions carry equal marks.

Unit IV

7. In context of evaporators, write detailed notes

on the following : 15

(a) Advantage of forward feed and Backward

feed

(b) Agitated film evaporator

(c) Rising and falling film evoporator.

8. In context of Radiation heat transfer, write

notes on the following :

(a) Gray Body

(b) Radiation shapes factor and its relations

(c) Transmissivity, Absorptivity and

emissivity. 15
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Unit I

1. In context of heat transfer in fins, analyse

conduction and convection through a

Rectangular fin. How different physical

situations will change boundary conditions ?

Derive expressions for the same. 15

2. Consider an infinite plate of thickness 2L.

Initially the plate is at a uniform temperature

Ti and at time zero, the surfaces are suddenly

lowered to T = T0. Analyse this unsteady state

heat transfer and derive equation for

temperature profile. 15

Unit II

3. Derive an expression for Heat transfer for

turbulent flow in a pipe. How this relation can

be used for calculation of j factor for mass

transfer. 15

4. For laminar over a flat plate, prove

that :

1/ 2

4.64

(Re)x




where

 = Boundary layer thickness

Re = Reynolds numbers. 15

Unit III

5. Explain different regimes of nucleate boiling

heat transfer. Show stable film boiling region

in the plot. Explain Bubble formation process

in the context. Also carry out, force balance

on a Bubble. 15

6. What is NTU for a heat exchanger ? Derive

an expression for it. How we can calculate

LMTD, if the temperature difference of fluids

at two ends are equal ? Prove it. 10+5
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